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Question: 

1. Which tools guide students to become assessment capable learners? 

a. What tools are students currently familiar with from previous learning          

experiences? 

b. Are students able to accurately utilize and describe the learning tool?  

c. Which of the three learning tools provided by the teacher do students prefer? 

2. Are students assessment capable? 

a. Are students aware of their current level of understanding in the learning area?  

b. What kind of feedback helps students self-assess that they have mastered a 

standard or standards? 

c. Are students able to monitor their own progress and adjust their coursework in 

order to master standards accordingly?  
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ABSTRACT 

The clarity for students is an important aspect of teaching. Grades are often used for giving 

students feedback as well as their assessment of their abilities. The research behind proficiency 

scales and assessment capable learners show that a tool such as a scale, rubric, or guidelines can 

drastically change the way a student can access information. 
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INTRODUCTION  

The goal for all teachers would be for a student to be able to identify mistakes and be able 

to correct them. The hardship is that the students are in school making these mistakes as 

they have not learned what the correction would be. Making this a circular problem. The 

problem is more linear than one might think. If a student is reminded of what they have 

already learned and is asked to review work already completed, the lens of previous 

years’ expectations the students often arrive where they need to be with little help from a 

teacher. This is wishful thinking but is how the research on three tools to help identify if 

students are assessment capable was put into place.  
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 BACKGROUND AND NEED  

 

The United States adopted State Standards for teaching during the early 1980s. The 

adoption of state standards came from the need for businesses to adapt to a changing workforce. 

Jobs were going overseas and were becoming more specialized in order to streamline work. The 

education system created standards that mimic the workforce by creating a more uniform 

approach to learning. With standards also came tests to see if students were meeting the 

standards. The need came to the United States as jobs were leaving the country. Schools created 

State Standards in order to give clarity to expectations and to test the students on their ability 

compared to other states and countries. (Web Solutions LLC 2020).“The way we hire teachers 

was changed shortly after “ In 1989-90,39 states required aspiring teachers to pass a 

state-prescribed standardized test before entering a teacher education program and/or before 

being certified to teach( Coley, Goertz 1990)” The need to not only assess students but to assess 

the system has been in high gear to ensure that we have qualified entry-level workers. 

One Northern California school district has focused on building an environment for 

assessment capable learners. Frey, Fisher, and Hattie (2018) define assessment capable as:  

● They are aware of their current level of understanding in a learning area.  

● They understand their learning path and are confident enough to take on the 

challenge.  

● They can select tools and resources to guide their learning.  

● They seek feedback and recognize that errors are opportunities to learn. 

● The students self-monitor progress and adjust course as needed. 

 

https://education.stateuniversity.com/pages/2445/Standards-Movement-in-American-Education.html
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● They recognize what they’re learning and can teach others. (Frey, Fisher & 

Hattie, 2018, p.47) 

Using Marazano’s (In The New Art and Science of Teaching, Marazano’s (2017)) 

research on proficiency scales as well as Heflebower’s (2014) work on standards-based grading, 

the district has been identifying priority standards to create proficiency scales. Proficiency scales 

are a tool individuals can use to help identify where they are in a learning practice and when they 

have mastered that practice. They include the small steps of how to get to mastery as well. 

Heflebower said, “Prioritized standards and proficiency scales clearly articulate what students 

should know and be able to do as a result of schooling” (Heflebower, 2014, p. 11). 

The district’s goal was to develop proficiency scales for all subject matter areas. The 

work began with math as it was determined to be the greatest area of need.  All math leads (who 

are individuals who represent the math department at secondary schools) came together and tried 

to find priority standards based on the vertical alignment of standards drawn from the California 

Common Core. The definition of assessment capable learners from Hattie (2018) does not talk 

about grades. Thus, How does a teacher motivate students to become assessment capable 

learners? They must encourage, teach, and convince students to become a learner who only asks 

for help when they get stuck on the content with no other options available. In such a utopian 

classroom, each student would need to know exactly where they are on the exact subject and 

standard being taught. For example, 7th-grade math has 23 different standards. Furthermore, 

some standards have parts a,b,c,d,e, and therefore the number of standards is much larger if each 

subgroup were counted it would be 37 standards. Houghe’s (2018) research facility says that 15 

standards are the maximum of what can be taught well. This is how the district decided to make 
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“priority standards”. These 15 standards are those that are taught most rigorously, while the other 

standards still need to be taught but may not influence the rest of students’ mathematical career 

as much.  

After the priority standards were determined, the team created proficiency scales. A pilot 

proficiency scale was developed for each grade level. Two versions of the scale were made 

available to teachers. One version is completely ready to go for a teacher to use in their 

classroom. The second version of the scale is completed enough to use but allows for teachers to 

customize the scale to their lesson. In spring of 2020, each teacher will pilot a math proficiency 

scale and give feedback on what worked well and what didn’t. They hope to assess how well the 

students performed using the scales: Were students able to use the proficiency scale to determine 

their current level of understanding in math? Can the use of proficiency scales help the district to 

be more consistent in assessing student performance?  

 

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM  

Impactful intervention is what every teacher wants. One of the hardest parts about being a 

teacher is identifying if students are meeting the standards required for the course. It is the job of 

a teacher to identify where each student is, what they need to learn, and how they will learn what 

is needed. With large student-teacher ratios in California, teachers struggle to find students’ 

proficiency levels. Is there a way to help students identify their own placement levels on the state 

standards to facilitate impactful intervention? This study will investigate how to help students 

become accountable for their own learning through a process Hattie(2018) calls becoming 
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assessment capable learners. The goal is to determine which tool best supports students to 

become assessment capable.  The following strategies will be explored: 

● The use of proficiency scales which clearly articulate what students should know and be 

able to do (Heflebower, 2014, p.11).  

● Supporting students to be competent in learning on three levels: surface, deep, and 

transfer (McDowell,2017). 

● Providing students with copies of the California Common Core state standard (National 

Governors Association Center for Best Practices & Council of Chief State School 

Officers. (2010)). 

 

 

REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

When looking at feedback and attention in a classroom grades are almost always in sight. 

Often when a student is asked how are they doing in math class they respond I am doing 

good/bad I have an *insert letter grade here*. Grades and feedback is the purpose of the research. 

Through research, the work pointed in the directions of proficiency scales as a way to give 

feedback about student’s ability that was less biased. The following two readings helped me 

form understanding about tools, feedback, and clarity that is needed in a classroom for students 

to succeed. The first was Teaching More by Grading Less ( or Differently) by Jeffrey Schinske 

and Kimberly Tanner. The second was a book A Handbook for Developing and Using 

Proficiency Scales in the Classroom by Jan K. Hoegh with Tammy Heflebower and Philip 
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B.Warrick Forwarded by Robert J. Marazano. This section is started with grading and feedback 

then goes into how rubrics and proficiency scales are alike but not the same.  

 

The thought of a student being assessment capable relies on the students ability to know 

the end goal. When starting this research the original question that came to mind was, why were 

students driven by grades instead of by knowledge? The goal for the students was the grade 

instead of the increased knowledge of the subject matter. Schinske and Tanner (2014) describe a 

loss of subject desire when focusing on grading for passing a class as opposed to grading to give 

students feedback.  

The research suggests that the main point of grading student work was for 

communication between institutions. The foundation for grading was mostly done through Yale 

and Harvard with the first records of grading being notes of Valedictorians, this suggests there 

had to be a way teachers compared students. There are many techniques for grading but the most 

common form of grading generally adopted by the population of the United States was the 

four-point scale consisting of A,B, C, D with an F for failing. Surprisingly the four-point scale 

had a record of only 67%  of institutions using it in 1971. The other type of grading system was 

the 100 point scale. The scale went away because of the discrepancies of how teachers would 

grade.  

Unintentionally, teachers are often biased based on all of these characteristics:  gender, 

ethnicity, level of experience, the order in which items are being graded, and attractiveness 

according to Schinske and Tanner (2014). When having teachers in the same subject grade the 

same paper the research shows that sometimes the grade gap is between 50% and 98% 
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correctness. When comparing teachers' own grading against themselves three months later there 

were even bigger discrepancies in the final grade marks than there was between changing the 

teacher grading the work. Students often don’t see grading as feedback rather a means to an end. 

When a teacher writes feedback for corrections or adjustments to improve work the feedback is 

often not read. “Some have suggested that grades are more a reflection on a students’ ability to 

understand and play the game of school than anything to do with learning” Schinske and Tanner 

(2014). 

Instruction has been moving away from teacher-centered learning. Teacher-centered 

learning is when a teacher needs to be the only one in the room speaking, giving examples, and 

leading groups. Often the best way to keep bias out of grading and feedback is with rubrics. This 

allows a student-based grading system focused on self-reflection, peer grading as well as grading 

done with rubrics. Creating and using rubrics to grade assignments or tests can reduce 

inconsistencies. Therefore helping to remove the bias from the grading as well as the changes 

given different times of grading. Rubrics also encourage the process for students to review work 

and self-monitor. “Sharing the rubrics with students can have the added benefit of enhancing 

learning by allowing for feedback and self-assessment”  Schinske and Tanner (2014). 

Hoegh(2018) Describes rubrics and proficiency scales being similar but not the same. 

Rubrics are more about a unit or a project where proficiency scales are on standards. Table 5.1 

Comparison of Rubrics and Proficiency Scales is a table with a description of differences 

between rubrics and proficiency scales as well as information that would be on both items.  
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The methodology of this research will have students assess themselves using a state 

standard, surface, deep, and transfer rubric, as well as a proficiency scale, this table is helpful 

for creating these items.  

The creation of proficiency scales and the process in which to do so is very specific given 

the end goal. Building scales is what drew me to the research. Colleagues had mentioned that 

Heflebower had been teaching the district how to create these scales. It is important for each 

group of individuals to identify their own needs and be part of the creation process. The district 

involved needed to identify priority standards. Priority standards are fifteen or fewer standards 

that should be focused on throughout the school year. As studies have shown when you have 

more than fifteen you don’t have enough time to teach all of the standards (Hoegh 2018).  

A proficiency scale is broken up into five scores. Score zero which is a student failing or 

not trying even with help from a teacher. It is often not used therefore left off most rubrics. Score 
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one is used when you are able to complete score two or score three with assistance or aid from a 

teacher but not on your own. Score two is being able to do the items leading up to the state 

standard as well as articulate and use the proper vocabulary. Score three is the state standard 

itself. Score four is going above and beyond the score of three while not just by going to the next 

year's curriculum.  

When constructing the proficiency scale it is important to first start with the standard in 

score three where it can be as is or adjusted into student-friendly language. Score two is then 

constructed based on what prior knowledge does a student need in order to complete score three. 

Score two also includes vocabulary. Score 1 is just a note and as mentioned earlier most people 

leave off score zero. Score four is last but should come naturally to a teacher after dissecting the 

standard in order to break it down. (Hoegh 2018).  

 

 

The scales are meant to be based on standards but not all curriculum is created around 

standards. Figure 1.8 Curriculum materials and alignment is a great way to see how in a single 

chapter it can go over many scales.  

Although there is evidence showing that rubrics are the way to grade for clarity according 

to Schinske and Tanner(2016). There is more evidence that supports proficiency scales as being 
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a tool for clarity with students. These findings suggest that either of these are capable of helping 

to form assessment capable students. The research is flawed in how the scales and rubrics are 

received and used by students.  

 

PURPOSE OF THE PROJECT 

 

PURPOSE OF RESEARCH 

This study explores the question of how to support students to become assessment 

capable and to find and use the correct tools to support their growth. Below are the research 

questions developed to address the driving question. This first phase of the investigation will 

address question 1 below. 

RESEARCH QUESTIONS 

 

1. Which tools guide students to become assessment capable learners? 

a. What tools do the students currently know about?  

b. Are students able to accurately use and describe the tool?  

c. Which tools do students prefer? 

2. Are students assessment capable? 

a. Are they aware of their current level of understanding in the learning area?  

b. Do students seek feedback? 

c. Do students recognize errors as opportunities to learn?  
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d. Can students monitor their own progress and adjust the course as needed?  

PLAN OF ACTION/METHODOLOGY 

 

 

STUDY DESIGN  

This study design was informed by the research of Hatti (2018), McDowell (2017), 

Tucker, Hoegh (2019), and Heflebower (2014) to identify students’ ability to self-assess using 

proficiency scales.  

Sample 

The study took place at a middle school in northern California in a 7th-grade classroom. 

A convenience sample of students was drawn from a 7th grade accelerated math course. The 

convenience sample of students demonstrated the ability to perform at the level of “proficient” 

on the California Assessment of Student Performance and Progress (CAASPP) test,  

above a 900 on the Math Index ( MI). In the accelerated math class, students are expected to 

complete the 7th grade and 8th-grade curriculum in the span of a year. The class uses the  

On the Math Inventory test taken on 9/12/19, two students scored below basic, 12 

students scored basic and 22 scored advanced. There are twenty-two students who are identified 

as Gifted and Talented (GATE). There is one student who has an Individual Education Plan 

(IEP) for speech as well as a behavioral plan and one student with a 504 accommodation which 

allows for repeated instruction and extra time. 
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Core Connections, Course 2 (CC2) as well as the Core Connections, Course 3 ( CC3) of 

the College Preparatory Mathematics Curriculum. The class also uses support tools such as 

Desmos and Khan Academy which are online tools that can be used for focused curriculum help 

in math. In the school, students have a 1:1 laptop ratio for both home and school use, and 

although most students have internet access at none, not all do. The classroom is equipped with a 

Promethean Board, whiteboards along the room’s walls, individual whiteboards, as well as 

calculators. The course uses Google Classroom for links to resources, class assignments, and to 

provide feedback to students. Aeries is an online attendance tool as well as a grade book, which 

are visible to students and parents. The daily agenda is posted on the Google classroom stream 

and includes any classwork or homework for the day.  

 

Methodology 

 

Phase 1:To address question 1a what tools do the students currently know about, a survey 

was created to identify the students’ familiarity with the tools. This survey will be given first to 

get preliminary data and verification of what the students preserve the tools to be. The survey 

questions were: 

1) Have you used a learning proficiency scale before?                 Yes/No 

2) What is a learning proficiency scale                                    (short answer) 

3) Do you know what the learning pit is?                                      Yes/No 

4) What is the learning pit?                                                     (short answer) 

5) Do you know what the standards for 7th-grade math are?        Yes/No 
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6) What is a standard?                                                            (short answer) 

7) Comments, questions, statements, or reflections.              (short Answer)  

 

To address question 1b are students able to accurately use and describe the tool, the 

survey asked students to provide a short answer describing the tools. See questions 2,4, and 6 

above. 

 

In the initial phase of this study, it was not possible to assess question 1c, which tools do 

students prefer, because not all students have had experience with the use of all 3 tools.  

 

The goal of this survey was to calculate which tools students were familiar with and their 

understanding of them. This first phase of the research hopes to identify how to introduce 

proficiency scales to the students. The reasoning behind this goal is to support students to 

become self-motivated, self-driven, and even self-taught in and out of the classroom.  

 

Phase 2:In order to address the question, “Which tools guide students to become 

assessment capable learners?” the researcher chose the following three tools : 

1. A math proficiency scale developed from the California Common Core standards.  

2. A rubric including “surface, deep, and transfer” skills based on the work of McDowell 

(2017). 

3. The California Common Core standards as published.  
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These three tools were selected for student use in order to explore the tools’ viability and 

to support students in becoming assessment capable learners.  

 

The three tools are being given at three separate times, each tool is going to be used with 

a math unit. After each unit students will take a survey using google forms to address the 

helpfulness/user-friendliness of the tool to contribute to why one tool may help students to be 

more assessment capable. This data will be quantitative by using a sliding scale from one to five. 

The forms of data will be compared after all three units to see which one has the greatest average 

for each question. Listed below are the questions, under each question is the reason and 

effectiveness the question has to figure out self-assessment capabilities. 

 

Questions:  

 

Questioning which tool was used is to verify that the data is not skewed by students 

answering questions about a tool used at a different time period. If the wrong tool is used it will 

be removed from the data collection for the averages.  
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In order for a student to be assessment capable, they need to know where their unique 

starting position is. For example if you were running a marathon you wouldn’t just get up and go 

unless you are a marathon runner.  

 

Typically people need to identify where they are in order to figure out what they still 

need in order to complete a task and/or goal. To continue with the analogy of a runner this would 

be knowing you can run 3 miles in 30 minutes but identifying that each week you need to 

increase the run by one mile. This also helps to give a time length for success to help make it 

manageable.  
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Some tools are helpful because everything can be laid out in step by step increments 

much like a game where it is done in levels. If students are able to see the steps getting to 

mastery on their own will be significantly easier. 

 

If a tool is not being used constantly is it as useful as we think it is? In math the phrase “ use it or 

lose it” is often used. This particular question is for me to see if people used the tool more did the 

other questions have high scores.  

 

 

If a student used the tool twenty times but said it wasn’t helpful that would suggest that 

the student didn’t understand the tool. If a student says they used it 20 times and said it was 

helpful a four than the question backs up their point of view.  
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If the tool was used and thought of so highly it would be unlikely for a student to say they 

would not use it again.  

 

 

EVALUATION/DATA ANALYSIS & INTERPRETATION 

 

The purpose of the data collection was to uncover students current knowledge of tools 

and the tools’ purpose in order to implement the tools into classwork. Each of the three tools 

needed to be scaffolded in some way to help the students understand how to use the tool. Given 

the results of the first survey (see Figure 2.1) twenty-two of the students were correctly aware of 

the learning pit. There was an assumption made on my part that was if students were aware of 

the learning pit then they were aware of the surface, deep, and transfer rubric. The assumption 

of this was incorrect as when the students saw the surface, deep, and transfer rubric it was clear 

that it also needed to be explained and walked through. 
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Figure 2.1

 

 

The tools that students are currently familiar with from previous learning experiences is 

what Figure 2.1 is showing. The green color is for students who are aware of the tool and the red 

is for students who are not aware of the tool. In addition to being aware the student needed to 

describe the tool to verify that they knew what it was. The pink color is for the number of 

students who marked that they knew what the tool was but was not able to accurately describe 

the tool. From the left to the right we have that eleven students knew what a state standard in 

math is, five students knew what a proficiency scale is, and twenty-two students knew what a 

learning pit is.  
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During the implementation of using the tools students were able to use them because they 

were explained in detail on what they are and how do you use them. The explanation for some of 

the tools happened a few times as the data collection was restarted during a global pandemic.  

 

 

Figure 2.2 

 

 

Figure 2.2 shows all the ways students  have answered the first survey about their 

knowledge of the tool. From the left one student answered no to knowing what any of the three 

tools were. To the right one student marked yes to knowing what all of the tools were but was 

not able to describe them therefore it says three yes but no. The graph has nine students who 
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marked one no and two yes correctly meaning that they are aware of two tools and are able to 

describe them.  The number of students who were not able to correctly describe the tool they 

needed to be switched from a category of knowing a tool to one of not knowing the tool.  

Figure 2.3 

 

When simplifying what students know to yes and no and how many tools they are able to 

correctly describe the results can be found in Figure 2.3. Five students had zero knowledge of 

any of the tools and only 17 students were able to correctly describe one of the tools. The data is 

skewed slightly because the students needed to explain what the learning pit is and not the 

surface, deep, and transfer rubric. The data in Figure 2.3 shows without question that the 

students are not aware of how they are being assessed and which tools they are being assessed 

with. 

 

    Figure 2.4 

Figure 2.4 is the second 

survey after the students have used 
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all of the tools during their given units. There was a 0-5 scale available and each of the numbers 

recorded shows the average number shown.  For instance the question “Were you able to identify 

where you are starting on the unit using this tool?” has an average of 3.91/ 5. The data is then 

interpreted that 78.2% of the time the standard could be used by students to identify where they 

are starting in the unit. As opposed to a 4.18/5 which is 83.6% of the time students can use 

proficiency scales to identify where they are starting in the unit.  

The tool that has the highest popularity among the students is the proficiency scale. The 

students had gone back to this one the most on average and felt that it was helpful. Proficiency 

Scales were the tool to help students to be most self-sufficient as they were scaffolded and used 

the language that would be used in testing during the school year.  

Students were not aware of their current level of understanding in the different learning 

areas and needed constant reminders of how to go through and use a tool in order to get to 

mastery of a skill.  

The kind of feedback students needed to help them self-assess was guided feedback. In 

the math lesson, I would open up student work and ask what is something good and something 

that can be worked on. This process was done with three pieces of student work usually and the 

students then needed time to go back and address their own work after comparing it to others. 

This then turned into small groups being able to interpret the work altogether and needing 

limited feedback from the teacher. Students were able to monitor their own progress using all of 

the tools but were unsuccessful in adjusting their coursework without teaching intervention.  

 

RECOMMENDATIONS AND SUMMARY  
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Thankfully because of the world pandemic classes were not canceled but moved to an 

online format. The research was then conducted online for all three tools as the goal was to see if 

students were assessment capable. It would be best to do the research of the tools being used 

in-person to help students see when they are going back to the tool and when they are not. The 

tools were never assessed for accuracy in the unit by testing which would be the next step.  

Overall students are assessment capable and the tool that most students would 

recommend is the proficiency scale. The proficiency scale by far was a superior tool as it broke 

down the learning goal into sections.  
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